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Abstract 
Mixed finite element methods for strongly nonlinear second order elliptic problems are proposed and analyzed. Existence 
and uniqueness of the approximate solution are demonstrated using a fixed point argument. Convergence and stability of 
the method are proved both with respect to mesh refinement and increase of the degree of the approximating polynomials. 
The analysis is carried out in detail using Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces as an example. Numerical results for minimal 
surface problems are obtained using Brezzi-Douglas-Marini spaces. Graphs of the approximate solutions are presented for 
two different problems. 
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1. Introduction 
We shall consider the numerical solution of the following nonlinear Dirichlet problem, which 
appears in many engineering applications: 
’ aa. -C -(x, 2.4, Vu) + ao(x, 24, Vu) = 0, 
i=, axi 
x E Q, 
U(X) = -gcx), x E af2, 
where s2 is a rectangular domain in R2 with boundary a!S. 
The combination of the h and p versions of the finite 
e.g., in structural mechanics and fluid dynamics, and it has 
generation [20] and domain decomposition [21]. 
element method is in widespread we, 
also been combined with adaptive grid 
(1-l) 
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The functions ai : fi x R x R2 + R, in (1 .l ) are assumed to be as regular as needed for our 
arguments. We shall also assume that the quasilinear operator associated with (1.1) is elliptic in 
the following sense. Let A(x, U,Z) and A(x, U,Z) denote, respectively, the minimum and maximum 
eigenvalues of the matrix A = [8ai/‘dzi]i,i=r,2, which we shall assume to be symmetric. Then, for all 
5 E R*, 5 # 0, and for all (x, U,Z) E fi x R x lR*, we have 
The variable x will normally be omitted in this notation. 
For 1 <q < cc and k any nonnegative integer, let 
WkJ(s2)= {$EL~(Q): Da+~Lq(0) if laj<k} 
denote the standard Sobolev space endowed with its usual norm 11. Ilk,q;Q, with the obvious modifi- 
cation in the case q = 00. Let Hk(0) = I@*(Q) denote L2-based Sobolev spaces with the norm 
ll.]lk = ll.]]k,2. In particular, the notation ]].]10 will mean ll.llL2(oj or II.]JLICnjz. For Ods<oo, let 
FVq(Q), W”,q(8s2), H”(Q) and H”(dO) denote the fractional order Sobolev spaces endowed with 
the norms Il+s,q;o, l14s,q;~~, ll lls;~ and ll.Ils;d~. The subscript Q in the norm will be omitted. Let 
V=H(div;Q)= {uEH~(S~)~: divvEL*(Q)} 
be normed by 
1141~ = 11410 + II div 410, 
and let 
w = L*(0). 
The mixed finite element method [5] approximates at the same time the solution of (1 .l), u, and 
the flux 
CT = -a(u, Vu) = -(a*(u, Vu),u2(u, Vu)), (1.2) 
which is frequently the quantity that needs to be found in the problem at hand - representing, e.g., 
a velocity field or a stress tensor. 
By the implicit function theorem, (1.2) can be inverted to obtain Vu as a function of u and 
6 say 
vu = -b(u, C). 
We now set 
f(U, a) = -Q(U, VU) = -ao(u, -b(u, 6)) 
in ( 1.1). Then, the mixed weak form of (1.1) we shall consider consists of finding (CJ, u) E V x W 
such that 
(b(u, G), a) - (div u, u) = (g, u.n) Vv E V, 
(divo,w)=(f(u,cr),w) VWE W, 
(1.3) 
where n denotes the unit outer normal vector to 80. 
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Let us consider a quasi-uniform family {&} of decompositions of !A by rectangles E (with 
boundary elements allowed to have one curved edge). For each decomposition, let p,?,! E No be the 
degree of the approximating piecewise polynomials used for this decomposition. Next, let 
VNXWNCVXW 
be the Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec space of index p,$! 20 associated with this decomposition [ll, 19, 
231. The mixed finite element method is a discrete form of ( 1.3) and consists of finding (crN, uN ) E 
VN x WN such that 
@(UN , gN), u) - (div U, uN) = (g, 0.n) kfu E VN, 
(div aN, w) = (f(uN, #), w) VW E WN. (1.4) 
We shall use an L2-projection onto WN, PN : L2 + WN, given by 
(PNW-w,x)=O, XE WN, WE w. (1.5) 
We shall also use the R-T projection of V onto VN, rcN : V + VN [23], which is locally defined 
(on every element E) (see [23]). 
Lemma 1.1. Let xN : V -+ VN be the Raviart-Thomas projection. Let ~22 and Y > {f, S - 3/s), 
Then, for 2) E (H’(Q))*, 
llXNu - Ullo,s < Ch, min{p~+l,r}-l+2/~P~2-r-4/sllt’ll,, (1.6) 
where C is a constant independent of hN, pN, and s but depends on r. 
Proof. The result follows from a simple argument that combines known estimates on each element 
which are summed over all elements and combined with Corollary 2.1 in [ 181 and Lemma 3.2 
in [24]. 0 
Lemma 1.2. Let PN be L2-projection onto WN dejned by (1.5) and let p = min{pN + 1, r}, s 22, 
m 3 i - 3/s. Then, for w E H’(Q), 
IIw - PN~ll,,s < Ch~-1+flp;‘+3’2-3/S\(wII, (1.7) 
where C is a constant independent of hN, pN, and w. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.1, using (1.7) in [ 181 and Lemma 4 in [3]. ??
We will also use the following inverse-type inequalities. 
Lemma 1.3. Let xgLS(0)n WN (or XEL~(Q)~~V~), l<r<s<co. Then, 
Ilxllo,.~ d Qh~-2’rp~-4’sllXl10,r. (1.8) 
Proof. The proof follows easily, using inequalities (1.9) in [ 181 and (4.6) in [22]. 0 
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The theoretical results in this paper are essentially a combination of those in [ 15, 221. However, 
it is possible to choose h asymptotically bounded by some power of p in such a way that the 
regularity required of the solution of (1 .l) is less than needed for the p-version of the method. 
We shall indicate this reduction along the way. The second half of the paper will be devoted to 
addressing some of the programming problems associated with the implementation of the method 
and presenting results from simulations for minimal surfaces. 
In Section 2 we shall linearize the system (1.1) and analize the linearization. In Section 3 we will 
show that (1.4) is uniquely solvable by using a fixed point argument, and that its solution (oN, uN) 
converges to (rr, U) in V n L4(Q)2 x L4(Q). Then in Section 4 we derive error estimates in L2 for 
the approximation. 
The last four sections will contain, respectively, the description of a Newton iteration algorithm 
which may be used to handle the nonlinearities of the problem, programming techniques for BDM 
mixed finite elements, numerical results obtained for minimal surface problems, and some concluding 
remarks. 
2. Solvability of the linearized problem 
Following [15, 221, for p E WN, p E VN we introduce first and second order Taylor expansions, 
=- .Mu> fJ)(u - P) - “Mu, 6x0 - iu) + !&(u - p, G - p) 
=-f,(Pdw - P) - “t(P, P)(Q - P). 
Similarly, for b = (b,, b2), 
(2.1) 
b(p, pu> - Wu, a> = -&Au, a>tu - P) - Mu, c)(g - P) + &(u - P, 0 - II) 
= -~u(P,Y)(~ - P) - h4PY P)(U - P)(C - F-1>. 
We obtain our first error equations by subtracting (1.4) from (1.3): 
(b(u, a) - b(uN ,#),u)-(divv,u-UN)=0 YveVN, 
(div (a - #), w) = (f(u, o) - f(z.?, #), w) VW E WN. 
(2.2) 
Recall, [ll], that divorcN = PNodiv:H’(S2)2 --f WN. Combining (2.1)-(2.2) with p = uN and 
/L=aN, we obtain the following form of the error equations, which we will need for our fixed point 
argument: 
(B(u, o)[r?‘o - oN], V) - (div v, PNu - uN) + (r, [PNu - uN], v) 
= (B(U,0)[7TNcJ - CT] + r,[P% - 2.41 + &(u - UN, CT - ON), u) vv E VN, 
(div(rcNa - 8),~) - (P ( 2 7cNG - oNI, w) - (y[P”u - z/q, w) 
= (-r,[lTNa - a] - y[P% - u] - Q,(u - UN, CT - fJN), w) VW E wN. 
Here we have set, just as in [15, 221, B(u, o) = b,(u,g) =A-l(u, G), & = b,(u, CT), rz = &(u, cr), and 
Y = _L(K 0). 
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Next we define, just as in [1.5, 221, M:H2(!S)-tL2(0) by 
A4w = -div(A(u,o)Vw +A(u,o)Trw) +A(u,o)T,. VW - (y - T:A(z~,~)rr)w 
and its formal adjoint M* by 
(2.3) 
M*x = -div(A(u, o)Vx + A(u, a)r2x) + A(u, o)T, . Vx - (y - T:A(u, o)I’,)x. 
From [ 11, 151 we know that the restrictions of the operator A4 and M” to H’(G) n Hi(Q) have 
bounded inverses, if we assume that (u, o) can be extended to a pair (i;, G) defined on a domain 
fiO with a C2-boundary, such that Q c L& and meas(Q, - 0) is arbitrary small [ 1, 141. Then, for 
any $ E L2(sZ) there is a unique 4 E H2(Q) n H,@) such that M&J = $ (respectively, M*+ = $) and 
11~112 G CMIO ‘f 1 we assume that, e.g., the zero order term of M* is nonnegative, i.e., 
y d T~A(u, o)T, - div (A(u, cr)r*), (2.4) 
where u E Co,’ (a) and c E C”,r(fi)2 [ 12, 221. In order to be able to employ our duality arguments, 
we shall assume the structure condition (2.4). Note that this condition is reduced to y < 0 if r2 = 0. 
Let @ : VN x WN -+ VN x WN be given by @(p, p) = (s, q) where (s,q) is the solution of the 
following linear system: 
(B(u,a)[nNo - s],u) - (divu,PNU - q) + (r,[PNu - q],v) 
= (B(u, o)[7cNo - a] + r,[Pu - u] + Q&4 - p, CT - p), ?I) vu E P, 
(div (#a - s), w) - (r2[7rNo - s], w) - (y[PNu - q], w) 
= (-T&&T - 01 - y[PNu - u] - Qf(z4 - p, 0 - p), w) VW E WN. 
Note that the left hand side of this system corresponds to the mixed method for the operator 
A4 given by (2.3). We will show next that this system is uniquely solvable, so that the map @ is 
well-defined. 
Thus, the problem we want to study is that of finding (y, q) E WN x VN such that, for a pair of 
given 1 ELM* and m ELM, 
(Bq,v)-(divu,y)+(r,y,u)=(Z,u) VUE VN, 
(div q, w) - (r2q, w) - (yy, w) = (m, w) ‘dw E WN. (2.5) 
Lemma 2.1. Let q E V, 1 E L2(CJ)2, and m E L2(Q). If y E WN satisfies the relation (2.5), then for 
suficiently large pN or small hN, 
Proof. The proof follows exactly as in [ 15, 221 using Lemmas 1.1-1.3. 0 
Lemma 2.2. If qE VN satisfies (2.5), then 
lldI + Ildivll0 d C[llYllo + IVIIO + ll~llol. 
Proof. To bound l(q)) o, choose z) = q, w = y in (2.5) and add the resulting equations. The choice 
w = divq in (2.5) gives the bound for ]]divqllO. Cl 
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Lemma 2.3. There exists one and only one solution of the system (2.5). 
Proof. Existence follows from uniqueness since the system is linear. Assume 1 = 0, m = 0. Then 
Lemma 2.1 implies 
ll~llo d Qhv&“211~IIv~ 
where [[q//r = ]]qllo + Ildivql/o. By Lemma 2.2, we have 
ll~llv 6 cIIYIIo * IIYIIo d Qkvd’*11~11v G Qbv&“*II~11o~ 
which implies y = 0 for large PN, or small hN. Then, q = 0 as needed. 0 
Now it is clear from Lemma 2.3 that the functional @ is well-defined. 
3. Existence and uniqueness 
The solvability of (1.4) is now equivalent to showing that @ has a fixed point. We state this 
result in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. For pN sufjciently large or hN st.@ciently small, @ has a fixed point. 
In order to prove this, we shall need the following duality lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let o E V, 1 E L*(Q)*, and m E L’(Q). If z E WN satisfies the relation 
(B(u,o)o,v)-(divu,r)+(~,z,v)=(l,v) YucVN, 
(div o, w) - (r20, w) - (yz, w) = (m, w) ‘dw E WN, 
(3.1) 
then, for any 8, 2 < 6’ < 4 - E, there exists a positive constant C = C(i3, u, o, I,, I,, y, Q, E), indepen- 
dent of pN and hN, such that 
IIz(J~,~ < C[hypF-2’0 11~110 + h?,?1pi’-2’“lldiv410 + lll(l~ + Ilmllo. 
Now let VN = V”’ with the stronger norm IIvII~-N = llu((o,4 + IId’ iv u 0, and let 7YN = WN with the II 
stronger norm llkvll~~ = llwll0,4. 
It follows from the Brouwer fixed point theorem that Theorem 3.1 is true if we can show the 
following. 
Theorem 3.2. For 6 >O suficiently small (dependent on pN and hN), @ maps the ball of radius 6 
of YN x Y?‘“~, centered at (7cNo,PNu), into itself 
Proof. Let llrcN~ - q)l+ <S and (]PN u - yllw-, <6. We apply Lemma 3.1 with z = PNu - y, 
0 = zNfs - q, 
1 = B(u, a)[7cNo - o] + I’[P% - u] + f&u - u, o - p) 
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and 
m = -_r2[7cN0 - G] - y[Pu - u] - i),(u - p, c - p). 
Using Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 and the relation 2ab < a2 + b*, it follows that for sufficiently large p or 
sufficiently small h, 
lPNu - Yllo d wNPN1'211 nNg - do + %&211div(~N~ - dll,, + II% + Il~llol 
< C[J2 + pJ/-r], 
where C = C(IbII,, IIuII,,J, & e,). 
Next, by applying Lemma 2.2 to (3. I ), we have 
(3.2) 
IbNa - t4, + IIcWf”~ - dll G ‘311PNu - Yllo + IVllo + Ibllol 
< C[h;l,pr-’ + S2]. (3.3) 
Also, using (1.8) we see that /lrP~ - qllv,Q <Ch,“2pN[h~p~-’ + S2], while (3.2) and (3.3) imply 
that IIPu - yllW- d Ch,“2pN[62 + hLpT_‘]. Hence, 
lPNU - Yllw.1. + II #C, - 411~ v <2ChN-“2p,@2 + h;#-‘1, 
where C = Wll,., II~I,JI,~)&). 
Finally, we want to choose PN, hN, and 6 so that I= [4Ch’,-1’2p~-‘,(1/4C)h~p,‘] is not empty. 
This requires that r > i (or Y = i and h sufficiently small), a severe regularity constraint. Then, for 
any 6 ~1, we have llPNu - yl17/.> ~6 and llrcN~ - q)l+ 66 as needed. 
However, given E > 0 small, if we let k = 3/(2&) - 1 + E and impose the constraint hN < pik on the 
mesh sizes of the decompositions of 9, then for PN large enough that pjyk+‘)r-k--(5’2) > 16C2 and for 
Y > 1 + e, the interval I is not empty. Thus we see that existence of solutions is really guaranteed 
as long as r>l. 0 
Next we shall prove a uniqueness result which holds provided that the coefficients ai, i = 0, 1,2 
of (1.1) are three times continuously differentiable. 
Theorem 3.3. If pN is su!ciently large or hN SufJiciently small, there is a unique solution of (1.4) 
near the solution {u, c} of (1.3). 
Proof. Let (o:,u~) E VN x WN, i = 1,2 be solutions of (1.4) and let 
UzU~-U~, C=Oy-CT:, c=O-O”, ti=U-U”, i=1,2. 
Rewrite (2.2) as 
(b(u, CJ) - Mu!, G;), u) - (div u, U) = (b(u, a) - b(uy, o;“),u), VV E VN, 
(div C, w) = (f(~y, 0;) - f(u;,&w), VW E WN. 
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Then, using (2.1) we obtain 
(B(u, o)C, u) - (d ivv,u)+(r;u,v)=(~,(52,12)-~b(5’,i1),v), V’vE+Y 
(div C, w) - (G& w) - (W, w) = (&(g’, C2> - &(5’, C’ ), w), VW E WN, 
and then it follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
/Ml + Ildiv 211 0 G C[ll %J + Ime> i’> - &<r’, 12>11, + llOfG’> i’ > - &(S2Y 5*>11,1. 
Also, by Lemma 2.1, we see that 
IV-II0 G Q~vP~“*I~~I~, + ~~~;211dWlo + ll~,(~‘~i’) - ~,b?~i’>ll, 
+ llc!i(s’~ i’) - !&e*3 i’>ll,>. 
Next we want to show that 
llQk%’ > - O,<P, 12)11, d c~‘,‘-‘P~-2’wll, + IlqJ 
Ilh&‘,i’, - ~~~~2~~2~llo~c~~-‘P~-2’~lIcllo + IlUllrJ 
so that, if r > 2, or r = i and hN is sufficiently small, or r> 1 + E with the additional condition 
hN < &3/2t:--6 given in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we will have 
lI&5<r’2) - ~~~~2~~2~Ilo~~P~~~~lI~lI~ + II WO>> 
Il~f~C i’ 1 - !s,(T2> i2)ll, G ~P,~~‘wllo + II wJ>. 
(3.4) 
To show (3.4) we use the mean value theorem on the quadratic forms & and of, just as in 
[15,22]. It follows that, e.g., 
Ili)fe2>i2) - !2,(5’> i’)II 0 G C[lK’ Ilo,cc + l152110,c.3 + ll~‘lli,, 
+ lli’ llo.x + 115’ llo,mllcllo,x 
+ l112110,, + ll~211~.,1[ll~llo + l ~ll01. (3.5) 
Note that, from the inverse estimates (l.S), it follows that 
llPNu - z? llo,oo <p,llPNu - uNIIOb <pNh,"26<Kh;-'p~-', 
IVQ - (TN llo,cx2 <pNl(?INg - aN/10.4~pNhN’J268Kh~-‘p~-‘. 
So, we have 
I15’l10,M = ll”L - UNIJo,m d ll”i -PNUillO,x + llPNui - UNll~,m 
2 
d ~[h,Q,“+3’2//U~~, + &-I, 
l15illo.m = lb - ello,m G II% - ~N410,m + IlnNo; - ~NIIO,+ 
d ~[h,vp;2--r~~~~~r + J’,$], 
(3.6) 
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and using (3.6) in (3.5) we obtain (3.4): 
II&r’> i’) - P,(g?12)l10 dmh~-“~II~II, + IlqJ 
II&@> r’ 1 - !s,-ct*> 12)ll, ~~~~p~-“wIl, + II qJ 
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, this concludes the proof of the theorem, provided r > i, or Y = ; and hN 
is sufficiently small, or r > 1 and hN = O(p$) as in Theorem 3.2. 0 
4. L2-error estimates 
In this section we shall bound the error of the solution of the h-p version for problem (1.1). 
In order to simplify the notation, from now on we shall omit the subindex N on the parameters h 
and p, 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the coefticients of (1.1) are smooth enough that u E H’+‘(Q) and g E 
H’(s2)2, where r> ;, or r=i and h is suftkiently small, or r> 1 and h=O(ppk) as in Theorem 3.2. 
Then, for suficiently large p or sufficiently small h, the following estimates hold: 
IIu - u”‘& < Q{h’p”2-’ Ildr(lld. + 1) + h’+‘P-%ll~+,(IIU4+, + 1% 
11,~ - oN Ilo < Q{h’p”*-’ ll~ll,(l141r + 1) + h’+‘P-%llr+,m41,+, + 1)h 
Ildiv@ - ~N~IIO~Q~~rp’~rll~ll~~ll~llr + 1) +~‘+‘~~~~‘II~ll~+,~ll~ll~+, + 1% 
Proof. Let [ = G - 13~, 5 = u - uN, e = 7tN0 - oN, and z = PNu - uN. Next, rewrite (2.2) in the 
form 
(B(u, a>& 0) - (div U, z) + (T1z, U) 
= (B(u, o)[7TNo - u] + r, [PNu - ul + Q,<t, 0, v> v’v E VN, 
(div e,w) - (r,e, w) - (YT, W) 
=(-T2[7cNo - a] - y[PNu - u] - &(S,i,,w, VW E WN. 
Then, just as in Theorem 5.1 in [ 151, we can see that 
iieiio + iidiv elio 
+ lbNQ - 410 + llPNu - ull& + llPNu - ullo] 
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Q3ll~llo + ~-‘~*Pll~ll~,411~110,~ + II%d~‘~2pJIOllo 
+ IlKNO - d&l + lbNcJ - Q/lo + JpNU - ull& + pu - ullo] 
’ G c[ll+ + A’- P 5’2--r/~T~~~,* + hY-‘p5:2-rllfl10 
+ IbQ - di,4 + llnNa - 4 + llPNfJ - ull& + lpNU - ullo] 
’ G C[ll+l + h’- P 5’2-rljTll(’ + h’-‘p5~*-r~~o~~o 
+~rPf+Ildr(ll~llr + 1) + A’+’ P-r-‘II~II,+‘(IIU(I,+l + 111. 
For pN large enough or hN small enough, we obtain the bound 
IPIIo + IN Qllo < C[lld~ + hrp”2-rll~llr(ll~llr + 1) 
+ h’+‘pPrP’ll~IIr+‘(ll~ll,+’ + 1 )I. 
Likewise, by Lemma 2.1, 
(4.1) 
II% 6 QW”‘ll% + h*p-*IIdiv~11o + VIIO + llmllol 
< Q[hp-“*/l8110 + h2p-*Ildiv8110 + h’-‘p5/2-rll~l10 + hY-‘p5’2-rllel10 
+~r~“2-rll~llr~ll~Ilr + 1) + h’+‘p-‘-’ Il4+1(Mr+l + 1 )I, 
and if p is sufficiently large, it follows that 
II~IIo G Q[hp-“211Ql/o + h2pP2//divQllo + hY-‘p5/2--r(llrl10 + llQllo) 
+~r~‘i2-rII~II~~II~II~ + 1) + hr+‘p-‘-‘IIUllr+,(llUllr+’ + 1)). 
Substituting (4.2) into (4.1), we find that 
ll~lb~QWp”2-rII~Ilr(Il~lIr + 1) + h’+‘p-r-‘II~llr+‘(lI~llr+, + I)}, 
and substituting (4.3) into (4.2) we arrive at the estimate 
I/+ ~Q~hrp”2--rll~ll~(ll~llr + 1) + h’+‘p-‘-’ IIullr+,(llullr+’ + I)}. 
By combining (4.3) and (4.4) with Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 we have 
l/u - uN Ilo < Q{h;pp-’ Ikdlr#=llr + 1) + XW”ll4#4, + l>>, 
/IO - ~Nllo~Q~~~~~2-rll~ll~~ll~llr + 1) + h~p,J~~~~rn(~M,i + I)}, 
IIdiv(o - ~N)IIo~Q~h~p~-rII~/I~(II~II, + 1) + h;p,Jlullm(l~u[lm + I)}, 
as needed. ??
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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5. Newton’s method 
Following [22], we compute a Newton approximation of {@‘,#} using a sequence {c?‘, zP}~~~ 
in VN x WN satisfying the following relations: For u E VN and w E WN, 
(B(um,~m)(~mf’ - CT”),U) - (divu,u”+‘) + (TI(um,am)(um+’ - u”l),v) 
= (-Wu”, G*), u) + (g, v. n), (5.1) 
(div o”‘+’ ) w) - (T2(U”, dy(om+’ - c?), w) - (y(u”, cqum+ - zP),w) = (f(zP, urn), w), 
where B(u”,o”) = b,( ~~,a”), I’~(zP,rr.“) = b,(u”,am), r2(zP,rY) = &(P,cJ”), and y(zP,~?‘) = 
fU(zP, 0”‘). We shall show that the algorithm (5.1) is well defined and that it converges quadratically. 
To this end, we shall need a technical lemma. 
Let 
6,” = sup II”llo,w + IIwllo,Oo : {ulww.) E VN x wN _ (o,o) 
lI4lo + llwllo 
. 
Note S,,, = 0( hP ’ p2 ) by the inverse inequality ( 1.8). 
Lemma 5.1. Given z. ~0, there exist positive constants po, ho,bo, and c such that the following 
holds. If p. < p, h d ho, and ,u E L”(0) and p E L”(s2)2 satisfy the following relations: 
llPllo,cc + IIPllo.cc <To and (IIP - 410 + 11~ - 4bY% GO, 
and if I* E L2(!2)* and m” E L2(Q), then there exists a unique {o”, u*} E VN x WN such that 
(B(p,p)o*,v) -(divv,u*)+(~,(~,p)u*,v)=(Z*,v) ‘JVE VN, 
(5.2) 
(divo*,w) - (r&,p). c*,w) - (y(p,p)u*,w) = (m*,w) YE WN. 
Furthermore, {cs*, u*} satisjies the bound 
IIu*IIo + Il~*Ilv~~[ll~*~~o + Ilm*llo]. (5.3) 
Proof. It suffices to show that (5.3) holds, since this will imply that the solution (5.2) is unique 
and hence it exists. First, rewrite (5.2) in the following form: For v E VN and w E WN, 
(B(u,o)o*,v) - (divv,u*)+ (r,(~,o)u*, u) 
= (I*, 21) + ((Wu, 0) - (m4 P)b*, 0) + ((rI(% 0) - r,(Fcl, P))u*,u), 
(div CS* , w> - (r*(K 0) . CT*, w> - (Y(U, e*> w> 
(5.4) 
= (m*,w) + ((G(bP) - r2(u, 0)) . fl*,w) + ((Yb P> - Y(u, ~.))u*,w). 
Recall, Lemma 2.2, that 
Il~*llV~C[ll~*llo + II~*llo + Il~*Ilol. (5.5) 
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Also, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
+ llG@w) - M4P)lloll~*llo,cc + Ilr2+44 - wPu,PM~*llo,oo 
+ IIY(U, a) - Y(P1, P>lloll~* llo,m + Ill* 110 + ll~*~~ol 
< c,[hp-“2~jo*~~v + (lla - Pllo + lb-PM 
h?m* II0 + lb* Ilo> + ItI* 110 + lb” llol, 
which implies that 
Il~*Ilo~c2Kh/P/?2 + w1l~*IIv + w(~*llo + ll~*llo + llm”llol. 
Let now & < 1/2C2 so that 
ll~*IloGx~NPN”2 + ~“)ll~*IlY + lI~“llo + Ilm*Ilol. 
Then, substituting (5.6) into (5.5), we see that, 
II~*llY d GK~P-1’2 + w/l~*llv + IJ~*llo + Ilm*llol. 
Now, for hp- ‘I2 < l/4& and & <min{ l/4& 1/2C2}, we have 
II~*IIv d Gw*llo + Il~*Ilol> 
which implies, from (5.6), 
IIu*llo d GW” II0 + ll~*Ilol> 
and the result follows. o 
(5.6) 
We can state now our result concerning the existence and convergence of the Newton iterates, 
which follows immediately from Lemma 5.1. 
Theorem 5.1. There exist positive constants po, ho, I&,, and ?, such that, if p. < p, h <ho and 
&[IJuO - UN/IV + /(co - oNllol G 60, 
then {#‘,u~}~~~ is well dejined, and v, = /(urn - uN Ilo + I~IY” - ~1~11~ is a decreasing sequence 
satisfying 
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6. Programming techniques with BDM spaces 
We shall apply now the numerical methods described in Section 5 to approximate the solution of 
the minimal surface problem 
(6.1) 
u=-g kfXEdS2. 
The approximation we find is based on the BDM (Brezzi-Douglas-Marini) spaces [6] which are 
based on polynomials of some fixed total degree, rather than on tensor products. Consequently, the 
local dimension of these spaces is much smaller than those of the corresponding Raviart-Thomas- 
Nedelec spaces. 
We give now a brief description of the BDM spaces. Let p 2 1 and let .Fh = {Ei} be such that 
the length of each side of E, is h. We base the finite element space for the approximation of the 
scalar function u on polynomials of total degree not exceeding p - 1. Let 
WP-‘(Ei) = P’-’ = C C;,jX’Yj, cl,j E R . 
i+j < p-l 
The number of degrees of freedom for WP-‘(Ei) is ip(p + 1). 
The finite element space for the approximation of the vector function r~ is based on polynomials 
of total degree p augmented by a space of polynomials of degree p + 1 of dimension two. Let 
Vp(Ei) = PP(Ej) @ Span(curlxP+‘y, curlxyp+‘): 
where PP(Ei)=Y’P x 9J’. The number of degrees of freedom for VP(E,) is (p+ l)(p+2)+2. Hence, 
the total local number of degrees of freedom for the BDM space A&‘P is 1 .5p2+3.5p + 4 which 
is about half the size of the local number of degrees of freedom for the Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec 
space of the same index, 3p2 + 2p. 
Next, we define 
V”’ = Gp = (0 E H(div; Sz): U/E, E VP(Ei), Ei E s}, 
WN = Wh”-’ = {WI WIE, E WP-‘(Ei), Ei E Fh}, 
and we seek (oN,uN) E Al, the solution of (1.4). 
The analysis of this resulting mixed method is facilitated by the existence of the L2-orthogonal 
projection (1.5), locally defined - on each element Ej of the decomposition Fh - by the relations 
(w - PhP-‘w,z)& = 0, zE9PP-‘(Ei), EiE&. (6.2) 
Let n,” be the projection analogous to the Raviart-Thomas projection, locally defined - on each 
element Ei of the decomposition & - by the following degrees of freedom: With {e~}~=, being the 
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sides of the element Ei and nj the exterior unit normal vector to Ei along ej, for any q E V, 
1; w[q-fJq].njdr--0, 
S, [q-l) q] .Udxdy=O, UEPPp2(Ei)e 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
Here we shall consider 62 = [0, l]*. For the minimal surface problem we consider, the mixed finite 
element formulation (1.4) is simply 
(NUN, #),u)-(divv,~~)=(g,v.n) YvEV~, 
(div v, w) = 0 ‘dw E WN. 
We use the iterative algorithm which was described in Section 5 in order to solve this nonlinear 
algebraic system. Since in this case r, = 0, r2 = 0, and y = 0 in (5.1), then we have the following 
simpler iteration algorithm: 
(B(u”, rY)(#+’ - #), v) - (div v, z.P+’ ) = -(b(u”, #), v) + (g, v. n), v E VN, 
(divcP’,w)=O, WE WN, 
(6.5) 
where (see [ 171) 
b(u,c) = -Vu = 
and abJ al B(u,o) = ;;’ ;z
[ 1 . dal K 
Then, it follows that 
B(““,c”) = (1 _ ,;a,2)l,2 ( 1 - (02n)2 G] %Zn Cl “CZn 1 - (fJ,n)2 ) . (6.6) 
Now, let {$+}~J, and {pj}J!!l be, respectively, bases of VN and WN. Assume that pi and pi 
are supported in E E z. We then have the following iteration algorithm: For any initial guess 
(8, U”} E VN x WN, 
(B(u~,~~)c?“, ~$i) - (div 4i, zP’) 
=(B(u”‘, g”‘)gm, 4i) - (b(u”, gm), $i) + (924i ‘nE>~ 4i E v 
N 
Y (6.7) 
(div c”‘+’ ,pi)=O, PjE WN. 
We obtain (cP, urn) recursively and, in each iteration, use it to compute the coefficients for the next 
iteration. In order to compute (P, urn) we need to solve the following linear system of equations, 
using any direct or iterative method [ 131: 
xc+ Yy=f1, YTX = 0, 
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where 
[S];J = (B(u”, g”)+j, $i), yi,j = (div 4, pi), u = 2 VjPj, C = 2 Xi$)i, 
j=l i=l 
~=h,X2,...,Xm,>T and Y=~w~,...,.Y~J~. 
Now we write this system in the form: 
Mz = b, 
where 
(6.8) 
M= [:r i], b= [a] and .z=[t]. 
We shall show next how to select a local basis of V”’ to avoid difficulties with the necessary 
continuity in the normal direction across inter-element boundaries when we extend the local basis 
to a global basis. At the same time, we shall obtain a sparse matrix associated with the system of 
Eqs (6.8) at each iteration step. 
Recall that p is the degree of the approximating piecewise polynomials in VN. We now choose 
a basis on the reference element R = [ - 1, 112 based on the following obvious decomposition. 
VN(R)=Span{(Li(x)Lj(y),O): 0 <i+j < p}~Span{(O,~i(x)Lj(y)): 0 <i+j< p} 
@Span{-curly[,L,(r)dr, curl,L&(r)dr}, 
where L, is the Legendre polynomial of degree s. Then, we see that a basis for VN(R) can be 
chosen as 
B,“UB~U4JB,“UB,YU ... MI;, 
where, for 0 < k < p - 2, 
Bi = {(Li(x)Lk(y), O), 0 < i + k < p - 2) 
B;= (x- l)Lp(P),~[Lp-l(~)-Lp+,(P)l)} 
u (x + W,(Y)> &Pp-I(Y) - L,,,(1.)1)}. 
We obtain Bky in an analogous way. Also, it is obvious that a local basis for WN can be chosen as 
{Li(X)Lj(_Y), 0 <i +j < p - I}. 
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We introduce now the Lagrange interpolation polynomials based on Gauss-Lobatto points 
For I di<k+ 1, let 
k+’ (X -Xj) 
Gk(x)= l-I 
j=l,jfi Cxi - xj)' 
where {Xj}Tz: is the set of Gauss-Lobatto points of degree k on [- 1, 11, ordered as - 1 = x1 
< . . . <qfl = 1. We know that, for 0 <k < p - 1, 
Span{B,“} = Span{(tqP-k(x)L,(y),O), 1 <j < p - k + 1}, 
and 
[71. 
<x2 
Span{Bi} = Span 
K 
4 C&(Y)> - 
Also, note that there exists a nonsingular (p - k + 1) x (p - k + 1) matrix n?;, (2 x 2 if k = p) such 
that 
Mkik =&, 
where, for O<kdp- 1, 
ik = (1,,12 , . . . , /p_k+l )T where Bi consists of { II,/* ,...,lP-k+l) 
while 
ip = (I,, 12)T where Bp” consists of {I,, 12}, 
and, for O<k<p- 1, 
sp = 
([ 
4r(44J(Y), - 2(2p1+ l)[L,-I(Y) -L,,dY)l] ) 
[ 4 cGp(Yh 2(2p1+ ,)[L,-dY) -L,,I(Y)l])T~ 
We proceed analogously for B,, ’ 0 < k d p, and we can find matrices tik such that 
&kik = i2k, 
where, for OdkGp- 1, 
ik = (I{, r;, . . . ) gk+, )’ where Bky consists of {Ii, Ii,. . . , lL_k+, }, 
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while 
fp = (Z[, 1;)’ where BP consists of {Ii, $}, 
and, for O<k<p- 1, 
ik = wJl+~Y>~kw, w,mY)w)l,. . . , [O,e~~:(Y)-MX)l)T, 
while 
ipL - ([ *(*pl+ ,)[LPdX) -r,+~(x)l~~~(Y)~P~x)l; 
Then we replace the system (6.8) by the following 
MO 
. . 
UP 
A 
MO 
. . 
QP 
I? 
ip 
i” 
eq 
gP 
n 
ho 
luivalent one: 
TO compute [S]i,j=(B( u”‘,cY’)~~~ 4i) for the system (6.7) we use the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature of 
degree 5p: 
where wk, 1 <k < 5p + 1, is the kth Gauss-Lobatto weight of degree 5p. We also use the 
Gauss-Lobatto quadrature of degree 5p to calculate (b(um,om), U) and (g, V. n). Finally, we use 
the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature of degree p for (div v, urn+‘) since (div ZI)ZP+’ is a polynomial of 
degree at most 2p - 1 and the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature of degree p is exact up to this degree. 
7. Numerical results 
In this section we shall present some results from numerical simulations of minimal surfaces 
modeled by (6.1). The approximations were obtained both by refining the mesh and by increasing 
the degree of the approximating polynomials. The boundary data was chosen as 
log[cos(y - 0.5)] - log[cos(-0.5)], 06 y d 1, x = 0, 
g(x, v) = 
log[cos(y - 0.5)] - 10g[c0s(0.5)], O<ydl, x= 1, 
10g[c0s(0.5)] - log[cos(x - 0.5)], O<x<l, y= 1, 
(7.1) 
log[cos( -0.5)] - log[cos(x - 0.5)], 0 <x < 1, y = 0, 
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80 
Fig. I./z=; andh=i. 
so that the exact solution for this problem is known and it is given by 
0, Y > = log 
cos(y - 0.5) 
cos(x - 0.5) ’ 
which belongs to C-(Q). 
The knowledge of the exact solution allows us to compute the actual errors of each approximation 
we find, and thus we are able to compare the effective rates of convergence in h (for a fixed p) 
and in p (for a fixed h), with the theoretically predicted ones, Theorem 4.1. 
We present in Figs. 1 and 2 approximations obtained by mesh refinement using p = 2. Fig. 1 
depicts the approximations obtained for mesh sizes h = i (top) and mesh size h = i (bottom), 
while Fig. 2 depicts the approximation obtained for mesh size h = i (top) and the exact solution 
(bottom). 
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Fig. 2. h = $ and exact solution. 
We also present in Tables 1 and 2 the errors in the approximation of u and g both in L2 and in 
L”, in correspondence with the numerical solutions depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 using the boundary 
condition given by (7.1). These give an idea of the effective performance of the method with respect 
to mesh refinement (‘h-version’). 
The error in L2 was computed using numerical integration. The convergence rate indicated on the 
tables was calculated under the standard assumption that the errors cN = u - uN and iN = c - gN 
are of the form Hz”. Then w is found from two approximations computed for different values of h. 
In this case we have chosen hN = 2-N and we show the convergence rates computed, respectively, 
as 0 = ln(<‘/t2)/2 In 2, 0 = ln([“/[2)/2 In 2. 
Tables 3 and 4 give, respectively, the errors in the numerical solutions obtained for a fixed mesh 
of size h = i, and for different degrees of the approximating polynomials. These give an idea of the 
effective performance of the method with respect to the increase of the degree of the approximating 
polynomials (‘p-version’). 
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Table 1 
Error in the scalar function, u - u’(p = 2) 
Mesh size h ln(cos(y - OS)/cos(x - OS)) 
IIuN - Ull~ IIUN - 40 
1 0.1451 O.S795E-01 
I 
z 0.3506E-01 O.l464E-01 
I 
i 0.9294E-02 0.3742E-02 
I 
8 0.2466E-02 0.9714E-03 
Convergence rate h2 h2 
Table 2 
Error in the vector function, 0 - aN(p = 2) 
Mesh size h ln(cos(y - O.S)/cos(x - 0.5)) 
IkJN - 40 IbN - 40 
1 0.6028 0.1725 
1 z 0.1982 0.5281E-01 
I i 0.1096 O.l915E-01 
I 8 0.5450E-01 0.6998E-02 
Convergence rate h’.2 hl.6 
Table 3 
Error in the scalar function, u - uN(h = i) 
Degree of polynomial ln(cos(y - O.S)/cos(x - 0.5)) 
llUN - 400 llUN - 4 
2 0.3.506E-01 O.l464E-01 
3 O.l138E-02 0.3337E-03 
4 O.l467E-03 0.4926E-04 
5 O.l024E-04 0.2459E-05 
10 0.6405E- 10 O.l490E- 10 
15 O.l169E-12 0.2779E- 13 
Convergence rate P 
-I4 
P 
-14 
The convergence rate indicated on these tables was calculated under the standard assumption 
that the errors tN = u - uN and cN = G - gN are of the form Kp-$. Then $ is found from two 
approximations computed for different values of p. In this case we have chosen p2 = 3 and p6 = 15, 
and we show the convergence rates computed, respectively, as tj = ln( r2/t6)/ In 5, $ = ln( c2/c6)/ In 5. 
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Table 4 
Error in the vector function, r~ - aN( h = f ) 
Degree of polynomial ln(cos(y - O.S)/cos(x - 0.5)) 
IIoN - 0llcs IIoN - gI/o 
2 0.1982 0.5281E-01 
3 0.5790E-02 O.l256E-02 
4 O.l003E-02 O.l906E-03 
5 0.5501E-04 O.l006E-04 
10 O.l659E-08 O.l921E-09 
15 0.7664E- 12 O.l586E-12 
Convergence rate P 
-14 P 
-14 
0 
Fig. 3. Very fine mesh, h = &, and high polynomial degree, p = 15. 
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Finally, we present in Fig. 3 the minimal surfaces corresponding to the boundary condition 
I 
-(sin2rcY)/20, 06YG 1, x = 0, 
g(x, Y) = 
(sin 27cY)/20, O<y<l, x= 1, 
-(sin27tx)/20, OdxGl, y= 1, 
-(sin27cx)/20, O<xd 1, y = 0. 
(7.2) 
The exact solution for this problem is not known. The first picture in Fig. 3 depicts the ap- 
proximation computed using a very fine mesh, h = $ and p = 2. The second picture depicts the 
approximation computed on a coarse mesh, h = i, with polynomials of high degree, p = 15. 
8. Conclusions and future directions 
We have shown that the h and the p versions of the mixed finite element method can be combined 
for the numerical solution of quite general nonlinear second order elliptic problems in divergence 
form. The resulting methods have much better convergence than ths p version without mesh re- 
finement, both in the regularity required of the exact solution and - although we have not indicated 
them - in the CPU times needed for the computations. 
The theoretical results have some serious restrictions. First, they require either a very regular 
solution, u E H7/2+E, or extremely fine meshes, h < p- k. Secondly, there is a requirement that the 
domain be rectangular in order to be able to use approximation estimates for the Raviart-Thomas 
projection in the p version of the mixed method. Such estimates only exist on domains which are 
unions of rectangles and there does not seem to exist an easy way to extend them to domains with 
curved boundaries. 
As it frequently happens, numerical simulations seem to indicate that these restrictions may be 
artificial, i.e., due to the nature of the proof of these results. In fact, using fairly coarse meshes and 
polynomials of low degree, one can still see the numerical approximations converge. 
The computational results are quite satisfactory. As indicated by the figures, the numerical ap- 
proximations are quite good even with relatively coarse meshes and polynomials of low degree. 
Several extensions of this work should be pursued. It would be highly desirable to have error 
estimates available on domains with curved boundary, as well as on nonconvex domains. It would 
also be very useful to reduce the regularity required of the solution of the differential problem 
without having to require extremely fine meshes. 
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